
 

 
September 2020 

TEVRA TIMES 
 

From The Boss 

 Hi Everyone 

 
Just to get you into the swing of things I thought you may like to know 

that the next Tevra Times will be our Christmas addition. I hope all you 

ladies have made your Christmas hair and beauty appointments or you 

will be too late. Where has this year gone? 

On that subject just advance notice that our Christmas break up this 

year will be on the 7th December so keep that morning free. Lots of fun 

and games to enjoy as well as our award and presents. 

Along with the North Canterbury Dog Training Club, Tevra is in the 

midst of our CGC Assessments as you will see by our photos on 

Facebook. We have an amazing number of handlers attending these 

and an even more amazing number of people passing. Between the dog 

club and Tevra we have more handlers doing these assessments than any other club or private 

training group in NZ! That is a brilliant achievement and all thanks to you as handlers for doing the 

work that us as trainers teach you to do. 

You will see further in the newsletter that once again we have put in an article on your dog’s safety 

while in your vehicle. Would you or your children travel in a vehicle without being restrained? So 

why do you allow your dog to do the same? What will happen if your door flies open in a crash and 

your dog escapes? This happens so often. The dog is terrified so will not let anyone catch it, ends up 

as a road fatality and whose fault is this? Yours. I am sad to see several Tevra handlers allowing their 

dogs to travel loose in the vehicle or even on the floor at the front. What is going to happen if you 

are hit on the front passenger side? The dog will take the brunt of it all. Please do not put your dog 

in such a dangerous situation. 

While I am on a roll here please also do not let your dog have it’s head out of the window. Not only 

will it get dirt, bugs etc in its eyes but it is not going to be a pretty sight if you get side swiped by 

another car. 

Sorry to do this rant but it is something that really upsets not only myself but also the Tevra trainers. 

REMINDER 

All dogs with Tevra at 

Ouruhia MUST be on lead 

when exiting vehicles. The 

lead must remain on and 

may only be removed 

when required for the 

class.  



On a lighter note congratulations to Nicky Roughton and Jema who at the 

recent Selwyn Dog Training Club Rally show became a Rally Champion. Jema 

is now 13 years old and profoundly deaf so the pressure was on to get her 

last leg for the title. Well done Jema and Nicky. 

Take care 

Janice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 

Payment Terms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, due to the time taken checking on 

D/C payments and in some cases having to chase 

people up all payments for classes will now have 

to be in cash unless you have specifically 

contacted me prior to the class. 

Rally O class payments will remain as last year – 

no online payments. 

 

Please like our Facebook page for up to date information, training 

tips and photos. We would really appreciate a review from you. 

https://www.facebook.com/TevraDogTraining/reviews 

https://www.facebook.com/TevraDogTraining/reviews


Cancellations 
We will endeavour to contact you by 8.00am on the day by email or text 

and a message will be posted on Facebook if training is cancelled. 

However occasionally we need to cancel later in the day due to 

changeable weather, so if you are in one of the later classes or have a long 

way to come please be sure to keep checking your devices. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class Reports - Janice 

My Saturday Pet Dog Manners class have now moved on to working towards their CG Basics 

assessment with Jenny. It is always satisfying for me teaching handlers new to the group classes how 

to enjoy working with their dogs and to see the thrill they get out of teaching their dogs just some 

simple tricks.  

I would like to welcome my new group of Pet Dog Manner dogs starting this coming Saturday and I 

do hope you enjoy this class as much as I enjoy teaching you. 

My Sunday morning class are also now moving up to work towards their CG Basics. This group are 

very consistent in attending this class and will be sitting their test in mid-September. 

I have an incredibly happy group of Thursday CGC people who all passed their CGC Foundation last 

week and are now working towards their CGC Bronze in mid-September. They have formed a 

supportive friendship which is what training your dog is all about.  

Also fortnightly on a Thursday morning we have our tried and true group made up mainly of 

handlers who have been with us for many years and have achieved their silver or gold CGC award. 

We are working on a new dog sport recognised by Dogs NZ called scentwork. This has become a 

competitive sport but is new to not only this group but also to me. We are using a new method of 

teaching the dogs to recognise a certain essence. We are all getting there albeit a bit slow at times 

but enjoyable watching the dogs respond to it. 

Any spare vinyls from classes no longer using 

them, please return to Janice. 

 



My Friday competitive group are all looking forward to being able to compete again with the shows 

starting this Sunday and most weekends until mid-October. Good luck to you all. I know some of you 

have worked hard over the past few months so hope it all pays off for you. 

Janice 

 

Sunday CGC Classes 

Each Sunday I take two classes, the first is made up of CG Basic qualifiers who are all now working 

towards their CGC Foundation assessment. They are an extremely hard-working group who are 

rapidly moving in the right direction. They have undertaken street walks in Rangiora and Kaiapoi and 

training classes. There are many friendships developing within the group, and they are a joy to train. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second group consists of several levels of CGC from Foundation to Gold, several of this group 

just keep coming back because they enjoy the time spent trying new things with their dogs and offer 

so much to the group as a whole. They have undertaken things like street walks in different areas, 

flyball, fun competitions and more. Congratulations to Lesley Wedlake and her little dog Lola who 

just achieved CGC Foundation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both groups give me so much pleasure and enjoyment and I thank them for being part of the Tevra 

Team 

Alastair 



 

 

 

Rally-O 

Great to see everyone has survived the Covid hassles over the last few months!! 

Welcome to Barbara with Aston and Gloria with Marnie, who now bring our total to number 12, We 

are looking forward to getting to know Gina with Toffee, Jacinta with Polly, and Sally with Nugget 

who will be joining us next week. Welcome guys!!! 

As you will have seen in “From The Boss”, Nicky Roughton and Jema gained the title of Rally-O 

Champion at the beginning of August. This, together with Jema’s Obedience Champion title, we 

believe this currently makes them only the 2nd team in NZ to gain this double!!!! Well done Jema!! 

(Oh - and Nicky too!) 

At the same show between us Melinda, Tony, Nicky and I earned 12 Qualifying Certificates, 2 x 

1stplacing, 2 x 2nd placing and 1 x 3rd placing! A good weekend for Rally Team Tevra!! 

 

Melinda and Tony started formally instructing a few months ago, and it’s worked out so well that 

they’ve agreed to stay on in the role. I’ve had good feedback from everyone they train, so well done 

you two!!  

Those of you who have the QR app on their phones, please remember to scan the QR code which 

will be on my car. If you don’t have the app yet it’s free and easy to download from Playstore or 

Apple. Sanitiser and gloves will be available at all trainings so please make use of them. 

Further down in this newsletter you will see an item about a Facebook page Janice is running giving 

you suggestions for training at home and advising on specific training problems You can get some 

good ideas from this that will benefit your Rally work so why not give it a go? 

Gail 

 

 

  



 

CGC Basics – Jenny 

Hi Everyone.  
  
I have a new class of eleven  different breeds of dog and only one kind of humans but that’s all good. 
We've been together three weeks now.   Let the fun times begin. 
  
 Last week we had a competition tricks on the box. All so clever, our winner was Patch the Blue 
Heeler. Patch rolled the box with his paw until  the bottom of the box was up, then he hopped up, 
sat and gave a paw. Very clever  using his brain working it all out.  
  
Hand target and calling name good and strong by all, we are working hard on the "get in" or 
"beside"   the leg.  
  
I'm impressed at the drop all  doing really well, and at different stages  but a little progress each 
week leads to big changes . 
  
 I am looking forward to 17 October when you all will be sitting the Basics Assessment  
  
Keep up the homework.  
  
Have fun  
 

Jenny

 

CGC Basics – Ginnie 

10.00am CLASS 

Our CGC Basics class at 10.00am has grown! Cate with Dixie, Mitchell and Dani with Monty and Bolt 

have joined us as we progress through the Basics criteria, as well as doing other fun stuff.   

We have a wide variety of breeds from Hannah’s Arlo a gorgeous Rhodesian Ridgeback pup, to Bev’s 

Lockie, a cute miniature long haired dachshund.  Suzanne’s Oscar has mastered his wait and recall 

and Emma is working on Abraham’s loose lead, rewarding when he doesn’t jump up.   

The dogs have been learning to get on a box and perform tricks and we had a competition for this on 

Saturday, won by Kevin and Zoe.  No one was more surprised than Kevin as Zoe had not wanted to 

participate in this game at all to begin with.  Competition was tough with Theo dancing on his box 

and Jaffa getting inside it for Libby even though he has definitely grown over the weeks!  

We have started ‘stays’ – different from a wait in that the dog must stay put until you go back to him 

– and are working up to 1 minute so the 30 second stay in the Assessment will seem like child’s play!  

Keep up the good work everyone! 

Ginnie 

 

 

 



CGC Foundation – Ginnie 

 

11.00am CLASS 

Our goal is to do the CGC Foundation Assessment in November, so will have about two and a half 

months to perfect all the exercises!  I think Grooming is goldie Newton’s favourite exercise, he can’t 

get enough of it and Leo is learning it’s not as bad as he thought.   We upped the ante with Food 

Manners and had carrots instead of chips one Saturday and cheese and crackers another.  The dogs 

perked up to the crunchy food, Harley and Podrick were definitely more interested.  Loose lead 

walking is pivotal to the assessment and all the dogs are improving.  Louie bounces along very 

impressively, Sean is teaching Finn that he will get there faster if he doesn’t pull and Bailey is 

improving hugely.  

These dogs are all very friendly so the ‘friendly stranger’ is a mission for a lot of them. Carol will get 

the teenage girls at hockey to help with Buckley’s manners while he is being patted.  Monty is very 

good at the ‘tie up’ station and Cosmo is realizing it’s better to be quiet and wait than end up wet.   

All in all a very enjoyable group of dogs to instruct.  Keep up the good work guys.   

Ginnie 

 

 

CGC Foundation Assessment 

 

 

Congratulations to our Tevra handlers who today passed their CGC Foundation assessment. We had 

13 handlers entered with 11 passing. I was so proud of this group of handlers who all worked so well 

and all supported each other. It was an enjoyable morning. Our Assessor Anna once again made 

them all feel at ease. We had plenty of helpers and by 1.00 pm we had completed the total of 16 

entries. Congratulations to Agnie and Teddy, John and Fergus, Nick and Miko, Gail and Casper, Gina 

and Toffee, Jacinta and Polly, Jordana and Jommy, Lesley and Lola, Brooke and Lacie, Carol and 

Bailey, Judith and Angus. All of you can pass Bronze so hopefully this will be the next goal. Thank you 

to all the helpers who made the day go so smoothly. 

Janice 



(Editor Note: if anyone would like a copy of the above photo contact Gail at 

ravencoat.gh@gmail.com) 

 

 

CGC Silver and Gold 

 
After having to postpone our CGC Silver assessment due to Covid we finally held it in Rangiora on the 
18th of July on a cold a wet day with seven of the eight Tevra candidate’s gaining their Silver title so 
well done to you all. 
 
On the weekend of the 22nd and 23rd of August we had arranged in conjunction with NCDTC to run 
another assessment covering all four levels but Covid 19 interrupted our plans once again as our 
assessor was from the North Island, so we decided to hold a Foundation only assessment and luckily 
Anna was happy to assess this. Once again, we had a high pass rate. 
 
Leading up to both assessments we held joint classes and walks around Kaiapoi and Rangiora with 
the NCDTC classes. These were a great success, and everyone seemed to benefit from them. 
 
In September we are hoping to run a Bronze only assessment and then a Silver and Gold in October, 
exact dates etc still to be confirmed.  So, keep up the great work everyone it’s a pleasure to watch 
everyone progress with their dogs while we still manage to have a few good laughs in class. 
 

Steve 

 

During April and May we ran a very successful “Training with Tevra” Facebook page 

to give our members some exercises to do with their dogs during the lockdown. It 

was most satisfying to see how many of you got into this and put up several videos 

of your dog’s training showing how much they improved. We’ve decided to continue 

this and have made the  Facebook group available to everyone at no cost. This is a 

private group open only to members (including Rally and Agility) currently training with Tevra and 

available only through invite. 

The page is “Training with Tevra” and if you would like to join in, send me your Facebook login  

address and I will send you an invitation. 

Janice 

 

CAR SAFETY 
 
 

 
What is one of the first things you do when you get in your car? Put on your seat belt of 
course! Why? To help prevent injury in the event of an accident. 



 
Do you love your dog? Of course you do – otherwise why would you be 
coming to Tevra for training? But – do you always safely secure your 
beloved dog in the car? 
 
In a crash, an unrestrained dog could be seriously injured, or injure people 
in the car. At 50kph for example, a 22.5kg border collie would be thrown 
forward with a force equivalent to almost nine 75kg men. 

 
Unrestrained dogs can also distract you and cause an accident. Even dogs that are normally 
well behaved could be frightened by something unusual and dive for your feet or lap. 
Following a crash, an unrestrained dog could escape and be hit by another vehicle or cause 
another collision. A frightened dog may attack strangers who are trying to help. 
 
Ensure that your dog is safely secured in a seatbelt harness, pet carrier or crate, or behind a 
dog guard. Also, when you get out of the car it will stop him from jumping out and running 
around, perhaps across roads, or jumping up at children and causing problems. The most 
suitable restraint will depend on the needs of your dog.  
 
Do you like to drive with your window open? If your dog is safely restrained he can still get 
the benefit of the fresh air without the danger of him hanging his head out of the window – 
which, as we all know, is putting him in danger of eye or ear injury from stones, dust etc – or 
jumping out to chase a cat when you stop at traffic lights! 
 
Safety Harnesses: 
 
A safety harness that attaches to the seat or seat belt is best. It should go round your dog’s 
chest, back and shoulders and be attached to the seat or the car seat belt, which should be 
fastened. 
 
Before buying a harness: 
 
Make sure it is designed to be used in a car. Check that it is suitable for your dog’s size and 
weight and ensure it fits properly, with wide straps to distribute the forces safely across your 
dog’s body, particularly the chest and shoulders. 
 
Pet Carriers: 
 
For smaller dogs a pet carrier is a good option. It needs to be the correct size and should be 
held firmly in place with the seat belt or by wedging it firmly in the foot well. Never put a 
carrier in the boot of a saloon car as your dog could suffocate and avoid putting him 
unsecured in the boot of a hatchback or estate car, as the carrier will be thrown around in a 
crash. Some owners put self-scented material at the bottom of the carrier to help keep their 
dog calm. 
 
Travel Crate: 
 
A travel crate is suitable for dogs of all sizes. Make sure it is the correct size for your dog – 
remember he does not need a lot of space, just enough to be able to lie down or turn around 
comfortably. Leave plenty of space around the crate to allow for ventilation, and ensure it is 
secured with the seat belt. If necessary, place a rolled up towel under it to level the crate (it 
may lean towards the back seat). In a hatchback or estate (not saloon) car, a crate can be 
attached to anchorage points in the boot. 
 
Dog Guard: 
 
A dog guard will keep your dog away from you but it will not protect him in a crash. 
 
Transport in Open Vehicles: 
 



Transporting dogs in open vehicles is dangerous. The dog is exposed to the weather, to grit 
and debris being blown into his eyes, nose or throat, and to the risk of jumping or falling from 
the vehicle. If there is no alternative, put the dog in a crate that will protect him from the 
elements, and prevent him jumping or being thrown from the vehicle. Fasten the crate 
securely to the vehicle. 
 
Talk to your instructor about the best method for you, your dog and your car, and the best 
way to train your dog to accept the restraint. 
 
AFTER A CRASH: 
 

❖ Unless he is in danger (i.e. the vehicle may catch fire) do not let your dog out of his 
carrier or crate until he is in a calm state of mind and is in a safe environment 

❖ Do not let him run around loose -ensure he is secure on a lead, piece of rope or belt 
❖ In a serious accident call out a vet 
❖ If initially he seems alright but within 48 hours vomits or seems unwell, take him to 

your vet for a check-up 
 
Other Tips: 
 

❖ If your vehicle has airbags, make sure that your dog will not be struck by the airbag if 
it inflates 

❖ Check that your dog is covered by insurance if he is hurt in a car accident 
❖ Consider travel training for your dog 

 

Please – do seriously consider your dog’s car safety 
– he’s worth it!!!!!! 

 

 

TEVRA UNIFORMS FOR SALE 

    

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Bucket Sun Hat $15 

(and No - Cyril’s not for sale!!) 

Polo Shirt  $30 

(Looks much better on a person than on a 

hanger!!) 

We will also 

have caps 

$15, but no 

photo at the 

moment 



 

 

Janice’s Swap Drawer 

Many people bring me dog stuff they no longer need but it’s still perfectly good. Many 

people come to me looking for dog stuff. Before you go buying anything, come and check 

out my Swap Drawer. No charge, just keep me in mind when you want to get rid of 

equipment that is still in good condition. Dog related items only!!!! 

 

 

 

 

BLACK HAWK PRICE LIST 

(PRICES VALID FROM 17TH FEBRUARY 2020) 

Puppy Lamb & Rice 10kg $90.00 

Puppy Lamb & Rice 20kg $145.00 

Puppy Chicken & Rice 10kg $90.00 

Puppy Chicken & Rice 20kg $145.00 

   

Puppy Large Breed Chicken 10kg $90.00 

Puppy Large Breed Chicken 20kg $150.00 

   

Adult Fish & Potato 10kg $90.00 

Adult Fish & Potato 20kg $165.00 

Adult Lamb & Rice 10kg $85.00 

Adult Lamb & Rice 20kg $145.00 

Adult Chicken & Rice 10kg $85.00 

Adult Chicken & Rice 20kg $145.00 

   

Adult Large Breed Chicken 20kg $150.00 

Small Breed Lamb & Rice 10kg $90.00 

   

Grain Free Lamb 15kg $165.00 

Grain Free Salmon 15kg $165.00 



Grain Free Kangaroo 15kg $165.00 

Grain Free Small Breed Chicken 7kg $90.00 

 

 

 

Get-it Dog Toys are made and sold by 

Jenny Brown, who is one of Tevra’s 

instructors. They are sturdy, well-

constructed toys designed to add fun to 

your training, and very reasonably priced. 

A selection will be displayed on a table at 

training or 

Contact Jenny on Facebook, 

www.getitdogtoys.co.nz 

Ph: 021 038 9768 

parkhill@xtra.co.nz 

 

Fully endorsed by  

Tevra Dog Training and K9 Wear Ltd. 

 

 

 

Odie Free-Shaping!! 

http://www.getitdogtoys.co.nz/
mailto:parkhill@xtra.co.nz


 

 

 

 

Beautifully detailed images hand painted from photographs onto stone or block canvas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Jan Torkington pours her 

love of animals and craft 

into these beautiful works. 

Very reasonable price range 

$50 - $100  

depending on size and 

complexity. 

Contact Jan  

027-898 9020 to discuss 

how she can best portray 

your beloved pet. 



 

Tevra Boarding / Day Care Kennels 

  We have fully fenced secure areas. Five sheds accommodate 12 dogs with enclosed 

kennels and runs. Various other kennels and runs suitable for dogs of all sizes as well as a 

family area with their own runs and fenced area. 

Most of you will have seen our kenneling set up, but those who haven’t are welcome to 

come and view by appointment. 

 We are keeping the number of dogs limited, with a preference towards dogs that are 

trained in the Tevra system and are therefore socially well-behaved dogs able to play 

together in the paddock when not resting in their kennels. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHRISTMAS  BOOKINGS ARE ALMOST FULL. If you wish to make 

a booking, please do not delay. We do give priority to dogs currently training with Tevra but 

once we are full that is it. 

Board and Train 
We also have a Board and Train option, where you can leave your dog with me and I will 

train him and have a follow up session with you going over all the work that has been done. 

For further information contact Janice 0274 570 819 

 

  



 

 

 

Contacts  

 
  

 

Janice Kirk:  03 314 7561 027 457 0819 
 tevradogtraining@outlook.com  
Alastair Kirk:  03 314 7561 021 430 164 
 kirksdogs@outlook.co.nz  
Colin Broadhurst: 03 944 4759 027 563 4500 
 barlin@outlook.co.nz  
Gail Hamling:    021 105 3255 
 ravencoat.gh@gmail.com   
Steve Kenmare:    022 071 8065 
 stevenkenmare@yahoo.com  

Ginnie Hollander:   027 465 0112 
 virginiajhollander@gmail.com 

Jenny Brown:    021 038 9768 
 parkhill@xtra.co.nz 

Carol Lavery:    027 448 3461 
 laverys@xtra.co.nz 
 

 

Take the lead with Tevra 

 

 

 

Rally Results 

 

SOUTH CANTERBURY DOG TRAINING CLUB 

DOUBLE RALLY O CHAMP SHOWS 

13/14 MARCH 2020 

TEVRA MEMBERS RESULTS 

 

(Placings to 3rd place – where more than one dog achieves the same score, placing is decided on 
time of round) 

 

Saturday – Show 1 
 
 
Advanced A: 

mailto:tevra@clear.net.nz
mailto:kirka@clear.net.nz
mailto:barlin@clear.net.nz
mailto:ravencoat.gh@gmail.com
mailto:stevenkenmare@yahoo.com
mailto:parkhill@xtra.co.nz


 
2nd  Gail Hamling and Casper 98pts  
 
 
Sunday  – Show 2 
 
Advanced A: 
 
2nd Janice Kirk and Wispa 99pts 
3rd Gail Hamling and Casper 97pts 
 
 
Advanced B: 
 
3rd Nicky Roughton and Jema 100pts 
 
 
Excellent B: 
 
2nd Nicky Roughton and Jema 100pts 
 
 
 

SELWYN DOG TRAINING CLUB 

DOUBLE RALLY O CHAMP SHOWS 

ENCORE TRIAL 

1/2 AUGUST 2020 

TEVRA MEMBERS RESULTS 

 

(Placings to 3rd place – where more than one dog achieves the same score, placing is decided on 
time of round) 

 

Saturday – Show 1 
 
Advanced B: 
Qualified: 
 
Nicky Roughton and Jema 100pts 
Gail Hamling and Casper 99pts 
Melinda Williams and Marnie 99pts 
 
 
Excellent B: 
 
1st Melinda Williams and Marnie  100pts 
 
Qualified: 
 
Nicky Roughton and Jema 100pts   
CONGRATULATIONS NOW RALLY-O CHAMP!!!!!! 



 
Encore: 
 
(Ribbons & Prizes are not allowed, but Dogs NZ qualification certificates towards National titles will 
be awarded for each qualifying round. Points are out of 100.) 
 
Melinda Williams and Marnie 99pts 
Tony McClelland and Nimitz 97pts 
 
 
Sunday  – Show 2 
 
Advanced B: 
 
3rd Nicky Roughton and Jema 100pts 
 
 
Qualified: 
Melinda Williams and Marnie 98pts 
Gail Hamling and Casper 96pts 
 
 
Excellent A: 
 
1st Gail Hamling and Casper 100pts 
3rd Tony McClelland and Nimitz 100pts 
 
 
Excellent B: 
 
2nd Melinda Williams and Marnie 100pts 
 
 
Encore: 
 
(Ribbons & Prizes are not allowed, but Dogs NZ qualification certificates towards National titles will 
be awarded for each qualifying round. Points are out of 100.) 
 
Melinda Williams and Marnie 99pts 
Tony McClelland and Nimitz 97pts 
Gail Hamling and Casper 96pts 
  



 

Obedience Results 

 

OTAGO CANINE TRAINING CLUB 

TRIPLE OBEDIENCE CHAMP SHOWS 

07 / 08 MARCH 2020 

TEVRA MEMBERS RESULTS 

 

Saturday – Show 1 
 
 
Test C: 
 
3rd Anne Readman and Scotty  
 
 
Saturday – Show 2 
 
 
1st Anne Readman and Scotty  
 
 
Sunday  – Show 3 
 
 
1st Anne Readman and Scotty  
CONGRATULATIONS – CHALLENGE!!!! 
 

 


